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Enslavement, Not
Seduction.
Derek Rake
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IMPORTANT
This Action Checklist is based on the
guide published on Derek Rake's
blog:
https://derekrake.com/blog/daddyissues-dating-psychology/
For the full article, click on the
above.
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Action Checklist
Identify the type of relationship that she could have
with her father:
▢ Normal relationship (no daddy issues)
▢ Abusive relationship (emotional, physical, mental, verbal)
▢ Neglectful relationship (father never really wanted her)
▢ No relationship (father wasn’t around when she was growing up)

Identify the signs of girls with daddy issues:
▢ Age difference
▢ Excessive clinginess
▢ Excessive flirting
▢ Sexual aggressiveness
▢ Rough sex
▢ Body modification (tattoos, piercings, etc)
▢ Self-mutilation
▢ Eating disorders
▢ Feminism
▢ “Entitled Princess Syndrome”
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Action Checklist
Manipulate her psychology with the Isolation and
Prophesy Tactics
▢ Map out plans to increase her emotional investment and dependence
on you (the Isolation technique)
▢ Write the lines based on the Prophesy Tactic. Get feedback from
ShogunMethod.net portal if needed, and use on her

Learn The ERP Sequence
▢ Revisit the ENTICE/REPEL cycle inside the core Shogun Method
program
▢ Learn ERP = ENTICE/REPEL + Prophesy
▢ Create a contextual ENTICE/REPEL routine and use it on her.
▢ Repeat with a PROPHESY line (read the blog article for a stock routine)
▢ Be prepared to manage the outcome (the three possibilities)
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Action Checklist
Learn and use Fractionation on her
▢ Revisit the basics of Fractionation (see:
https://shogunmethod.net/shogun-method/fractionation) and use it
together with ERP Sequence for maximum effect
▢ Use the Bright Future sequence to Fractionate her (see the next page)
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Bonus Content
"Bright Future"
A Shogun Sequence is a routine, pattern or series of
verbal lines that are designed to invoke certain
emotions in women.

Shoguns typically use Shogun Sequences to make a
woman feel positive emotions (happiness, ecstasy,
gratitude, love, amusement, inspiration, serenity) and
linked those emotions to them. Conversely, Shogun
Sequences can also be used to make a woman feel
negative emotions (sadness, despair, contempt, anxiety,
disgust), linking those emotions AWAY from the Shogun.

Here’s the crucial difference between a Shogun Sequence
and a regular Pickup Artist routine or story – a Shogun
Sequence works entirely on a woman’s subconscious,
making it almost impossible to block.

The following is a Shogun Sequence designed to
overcome a girl with daddy issues by mildly hypnotizing
her by projecting to the future, making her past (where
his problematic father was) irrelevant or forgettable.

Turn the page.
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Bonus Content (continued)
"Bright Future"

“You know what I’d love to do with you? I’d pick you up one
morning… and take you to my home… our home together…
where we will build our bright and happy future, with your hand in
mine, together. Our home will be on the edge of a mountain... with
an amazing view of the sea… and I’d give you your own room…
you could spruce it up however you liked… wall to wall pink,
marble worktops… you name it…. we could even take you down
the river nearby… and you could see yourself in the crystal clear
water… and bathe under the gushing waterfall… what a bright
future that we have, you and me… and we will leave everything
behind… everything… including my past, and yours… this will be
our new life, together, just you and me.”

Remember to blotch your lines appropriately (see the
Rapport module inside Shogun Method).

Give it a shot and be amazed at how effective it is!
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What Next?

The techniques I've shared with you are just the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to Mind Control
Enslavement.
This guide will get you off to a flying start, but to do well, you'll
need a full suite of Mind Control tactics to control and dominate
a woman completely.
After all, you don't really want to "attract" or "seduce" her...
... instead, you want to ENSLAVE her emotionally to you. You
want to keep her for as long as you want WITHOUT the usual
headaches and frustration.
And this is what Shogun Method can do for you.
To discover how you can acquire the "superpowers" to enslave
any woman and put her under your ultimate dominance with
Mind Control, go to this website -

https://shogunmethod.com

Be a Shogun. Join us today in the worldwide Shogun
Method movement.
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Be A Shogun.
Enslave any woman
emotionally and make
her willingly submit to your
ultimate authority.

ShogunMethod.com
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